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Established in Jan 2018, Uppsala Security built the 1st crowdsourced 

Threat Intelligence Platform called Sentinel Protocol which is powered by 

blockchain technology. Supporting the framework is a team of security 

developers, analysts and researchers that enable a safely interconnected 

experience with a suite of solutions that meet the compliance standards 

of the cybersecurity industry.  

Uppsala Security

Singapore

Republic of Korea

380 Jalan Besar, #11-05 ARC 380, Singapore 209000

Samsungro 100 Gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea
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Threat Intelligence Security threats are never static. Over time, they 

continuously evolve to create new security threats and 

vulnerabilities. Sentinel Protocol’s core strength lies in its 

collective security intelligence that helps protect 

cryptocurrencies and other digital assets worldwide. The key 

advantages of crowdsourced threat intelligence data are 

guaranteed by the blockchain’s decentralization, elimination 

of all single points of failure, and immutability.

Sentinel Portal

TRDB

Crypto Address Crawler System

ICF API

TOMS



A one-stop platform for users and organizations to report and 

research suspicious incidents involving malware, hacks, scams 

and fraudulent activities. Case reports will be reviewed by 

security analysts. 

Sentinel Portal

TRDB

Crypto Address Crawler System

ICF API

TOMS
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Sentinel Portal
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How

Sentinel Portal

As a one-stop platform for collective Threat Intelligence 

information, Sentinel Portal enables users to report security 

incidents pertaining to malware, hacks, scams and fraud. Our 

security experts analyze, trace and verify each incident report 

submitted through the Portal. After each report is reviewed and 

recognized as valid, the data is then stored within the Threat 

Reputation Database (TRDB) on the blockchain without violating 

the privacy of its victims.  Security 
Expert

TRDB

Submit

Verification

Sentinel Portal

Community
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TRDB is the heart of our ecosystem that uses the 

advantages of decentralization to store threat information 

within the blockchain, by segregating crowdsourced data 

procured by collective intelligence into whitelist and 

blacklist data, validated by our security experts.

TRDB
Threat Reputation Database

Company Product Threat Intelligence

Sentinel Portal

TRDB

Crypto Address Crawler System

ICF API

TOMS



How

The TRDB stores validated and crowdsourced security intelligence 

received from distributed sources including cryptocurrency 

exchanges, wallets, payment services, Twitter, IT and cybersecurity 

companies. The TRDB stores all collective security intelligence in the 

form of whitelists and blacklists. Organizations, such as exchanges, 

can use transaction visualization tools that leverage the TRDB to 

track stolen coins, manage trade risk, and comply with regulations. 

Using these tools, they can better protect themselves and their 

users from wallets and social media accounts associated with 

fraudulent transactions, scams, and hacks. 

  

The Sentinel Portal and the Threat Reputation Database (TRDB) are 

pillars for gathering security intelligence from a wide array of 

sources including our community, corporate entities, white hat 

hackers, and others.

TRDB Threat Reputation Database

Whitelist BlacklistTRDB

Threat Data
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Collect and identify indicators of malicious and non-

malicious crypto addresses using our own developed 

syllogism algorithms.

Crypto Address Crawler System

Company Product Threat Intelligence
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Crypto Address Crawler System
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The ICF API enables any subscriber to query the TRDB in 

real time. Through the ICF API, the TRDB is integrated with 

any application framework to actively protect crypto 

assets or download our Threat Intelligence data.

ICF API
Interactive Cooperation Framework 

Company Product Threat Intelligence
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The Interactive Cooperation Framework (ICF) is an API designed 

to integrate with financial software applications and to 

proactively protect digital assets, including cryptocurrencies, 

from malicious threats, scams, and fraudulent transactions. 

Before completing a transaction, the ICF API enables the 

financial software to query Sentinel Protocol’s Threat Reputation 

Database (TRDB) and check whether or not a specific wallet 

address, URL, domain, or Telegram ID is safe. Within 

milliseconds, the TRDB sends a response. Depending on the type 

of response, a pending transaction can be immediately rejected 

and thus terminated. If the alert level is low, the transaction 

would be allowed to process. For medium alert levels, a warning 

could be broadcast to the user advising caution. 

ICF API Interactive Cooperation Framework 

What
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API Management

API Key

ABCDEFGHIJKLMN01234567890ABCDEFG

Created

10-29-2018 16:19:49

Expiry

07-12-2019 18:04:05

API Quota

10,000,000

API Quota Used

0

New API
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We created the decentralized TRDB to collect and store 

crowdsourced threat intelligence data from all over the world. 

What’s special about the TRDB is that its data is crowdsourced, 

which means anyone can report cyber-attacks and suspicious 

activity to a team of cybersecurity experts — also known as the 

Sentinels. 

ICF API Interactive Cooperation Framework 

How
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The ICF API enables crypto service providers to dynamically 

query the TRDB, including its whitelists and blacklists ,  in real 
time. However, preventing future attacks cannot solely depend 

on the TRDB. Therefore, crypto service providers will need to 

have the necessary cybersecurity expertise to use the TRDB 

data. Crypto exchanges need their own Cybersecurity 

Operations to continuously monitor for suspicious network 

activity in order to prevent hacks. Using the ICF API, crypto 

service providers will be able to better protect their users from 

losing their assets and to preserve their business reputations. 

They can instantly validate the reputation of the sender and 

receiver wallet addresses against the TRDB before allowing the 

transaction to proceed. 

Company Product Threat Intelligence



“We are leveraging our experience and skills to assist exchanges, 

custodians, wallet providers, and other organizations to strengthen 

their cybersecurity capabilities. It is essential to build a strong 

security ecosystem around each of these key stakeholders including 

crypto exchanges, custodians, wallets, payment providers, and 

regulators. At the moment, there is no way to stop hackers from 

transferring stolen funds through exchanges, either centralized or 

decentralized. This means that crypto theft is generally irreversible 

once in the full possession of hackers. The ICF API will be able to 

block such malicious activity by restricting the flow of stolen funds 

and help return stolen cryptos to the rightful owners.”  

- Patrick Kim, CEO and Founder of Uppsala Security 

ICF API Interactive Cooperation Framework 

Why
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Who

Today’s decentralized space has limited capabilities to prevent users 

from transacting with malicious wallet addresses or to identify (and 

quarantine) malicious URLs associated with phishing and malware. 

These shortcomings can easily be addressed by simply integrating 

the ICF API into their software applications. By using the ICF API, 

crypto exchanges, DApps, and crypto wallet services, regardless of 

which cryptocurrencies they holds, can proactively validate 

interactions with wallet addresses.  

At the current moment several projects are using the ICF API to 

provide users increased security while using their software 

applications. Among them are Midas Wallet, a Singapore based 

crypto project, and PARSIQ, an Estonian based next-generation 

monitoring and intelligence platform for various blockchains. As 

partners, they leverage the ICF API to protect crypto assets from 

scams and provide a more secure and complex user experience. 

OCTA Solution, RegTech based compliance solutions

Hexlant, Blockchain laboratory

ICF API Interactive Cooperation Framework 13
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Released at the end of March 2021, TOMS responds to an 

increased demand for on-premise solutions designed to 

meet the latest and strictest regulatory requirements. 

TOMS
Threat Reputation Database On-premise Management System

Company Product

Sentinel Portal

TRDB

Crypto Address Crawler System

ICF API

TOMS
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Key features of TOMS include up-to-date Threat Intelligence Data, 

flexibility when it comes to its integration — it can work with any 

organization, its applications, and services via a RESTful API and as 

its name suggests, the on-premise characteristic, as it enables 

dynamic online access to the latest collective Security Intelligence 

data hosted in the Threat Reputation Database (TRDB) without any 

active Internet connection on an organization’s Internal computer 

network.  

High profile government agencies, financial institutions, and financial 

software applications need to be compliant with the strictest 

regulatory frameworks and are often required to adopt on-premise 

solutions in order to increase data privacy and security, something 

that TOMS successfully deliveres.

TOMS Threat Reputation Database On-premise Management System

Company Product Threat Intelligence
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Defense Security

UPPward

Our mission is to prevent criminal activities from happening, 

and mitigate the damages when they do happen, using 

affordable and effective security solutions. The key to 

preventing exploit is the speed of which threat information 

can be disseminated.
Sentinel Protocol Dapp

UPPward Security Tool

With Samsung Blockchain Wallet 



UPPward
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The UPPward Chrome, Brave, Edge & Firefox Extensions 

are your one-stop protection solution against crypto 

scams and fraud. This plug-in is free for all users. No sign 

up is required. 

UPPward
UPPward Security Tool
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UPPward UPPward Security Tool

The UPPward Product Suite, available as a browser Extension for 

Chrome, Brave, Edge and Firefox, acts as a first layer of protection 

enabling users to avoid any transactional interactions with malicious 

parties. UPPward can be used as a search engine for secure 

cryptocurrency transactions and safer Internet browsing as it 

provides its users with real-time alerts indicating whether a 

requested web page has been classified as dangerous or safe. In 

addition, UPPward can be used to report hacking incidents and 

suspicious network activity to our security experts; once we receive 

an incident report, it will be analyzed and a timely response will be 

sent to the user while the new information will be made available 

for worldwide users of the product. One of UPPward’s newest 

features, the Crypto Address Highlight, automatically highlights 

blacklisted wallet addresses with the color of red. The Extension is 

now available in both English and South Korean. 

What
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How

Got hacked? Have spotted a scam address? UPPward’s Reporting 

Tool feature allows any user to report suspicious URLs, social media 

accounts and wallet addresses. Each report is analyzed and verified 

by security experts and each validated report becomes an active 

part of the decentralized Threat Intelligence. On that point, anyone 

can access the data using the UPPward browser Extension, or any 

other product that queries the TRDB. The more participants 

contribute, the more protected individuals and organizations will be 

against scams and fraud.  

UPPward UPPward Security Tool19

Company Product

With the UPPward extension installed, end-users can rest assured 

that they are handling their digital assets in a safer environment by 

avoiding any interaction with malicious wallet addresses or bad 

actors who intend to steal digital assets. Phishing sites may extract 

personal information, infect devices with malware, or display scam 

wallet addresses. We flag these phishing sites, deceptive Twitter 

accounts, and malicious wallet addresses to protect users from 

transacting with them.  

UPPward acts as a digital shield for Internet users and early 

adopters of innovative technologies. With its main features—data 

recognition and data reporting—this product provides owners of 

digital assets a safer way to transact online using their digital 

currencies. Ultimately, the key benefit is that this solution will 

protect users from irreversibly sending their digital assets to a 

malicious wallet address. 

 

Defense Security



UPPward UPPward Security Tool

Normal Suspicious Risk

The site the user is on is whitelisted and 

verified to be legitimate by the Sentinels. 

The site is not captured in the TRDB, 

hence it is neither whitelisted nor 

blacklisted. Caution is advisable if visiting 

sites which require you to input 

confidential data.  

The site is blacklisted and verified to be 

malicious by the Sentinels. Interaction 

with the website is not advised. 
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How
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Why

UPPward UPPward Security Tool21

“The world of cryptocurrency is exciting, but it is perilous at the 

same time. As a result of having been a victim of hacking myself and 

from conversations with many others who have suffered the same 

experience, we have come to realize that there are three main 

security concerns of the average cryptocurrency user: being 

constantly exposed to an unending streams of threats, being unable 

to easily identify the threats, and bearing the responsibility for 

addressing the damages inflicted by hacks, scams and fraud.“  

– Patrick Kim, CEO and Founder of Uppsala Security 
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Uppsala Security’s AML

In order to strengthen the security of the Samsung 

Blockchain Wallet, we signed a “Blockchain Service AML 

Integration Agreement” with Samsung Electronics and 

directly linked our virtual asset AML solutions to the 

Samsung Blockchain Service. This means that the Samsung 

Blockchain Wallet users can now benefit from features like 

real-time threat detection or push notifications triggered 

by suspicious transactions. 

Uppsala Security’s AML goes Global! Now 
available in the Samsung Blockchain Service 
across 19 countries. 

Company Product Defense Security
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Uppsala Security’s AML With Samsung Blockchain

Company Product Defense Security

The Uppsala Security's blockchain-based Threat Reputation 

Database (TRDB) is the nexus between the latest Threat Intelligence 

Data and end users. Users can crosscheck if a wallet address is 

linked to a hack, scam, the dark web, etc. prior to proceeding with 

virtual asset transactions and they can also receive push 

notifications when suspicious activities involving their wallet 

addresses are taking place without their consent.  

The countries that benefit from Uppsala Security’s protection within 

the Samsung Blockchain Wallet, in addition to South Korea and 

Singapore, are: Australia, Austria, Brazil, Canada, Denmark, Finland, 

Germany, Iceland, Norway, Philippines, Portugal, Romania, Spain, 

Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and United States of 

America.
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Data Analytic Tools

CARA

CATV

Our mission is to prevent criminal activities from happening, 

and mitigate the damages when they do happen, using 

affordable and effective security solutions. The key to 

preventing exploit is the speed of which threat information 

can be disseminated.
Crypto Analysis Risk Assessment 

Crypto Analysis Transaction Visualization



CARA

CATV

The Crypto Analysis Risk Assessment (CARA) is a tool that 

helps classify a crypto address risk level by using Machine 

Learning algorithms based on observed behaviors 

exhibited by known malicious wallets and regular non-

malicious wallets. CARA operates as on-demand 

subscription via Sentinel Portal and runs as a batch process 

that continuously analyses any crypto address submitted 

via incident reports. 

CARA
Crypto Analysis Risk Assessment 

Company Product Data Analytic Tools
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What

CARA is an intuitive solution that analyzes any specified crypto 

address and assigns an associated risk level to it. The tool 

complies with a Risk-Based Approach (RBA) recommended by 

the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) helping its users 

determine which crypto addresses are suspected of Money 

Laundering or Terrorist Financing.  

CARA Crypto Analysis Risk Assessment 26
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CARA Crypto Analysis Risk Assessment 

How

Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning are slowly being 

recognized as the leading means of data generation, not just in 

the cybersecurity industry but also in a lot of other digital 

ecosystems. We already started our journey by accumulating 

crowdsourced Threat Intelligence data on the blockchain, with 

approximately 60 Million indicators and counting. This data is 

crucial for developing reliable Machine Learning algorithms and 

AI-based cybersecurity solutions. CARA goes one step further in 

detecting potential threats that target assets and sensitive data, 

and provides a risk assessment of crypto wallet addresses.  

27

Risk ScoreJudgmentDetection

CARA
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CARA Crypto Analysis Risk Assessment 

Why Who

A connected world means there will be a significant increase in 

the number of cyber threats. As the digital space evolves, the 

chances of getting hacked or scammed also increase just as 

rapidly, not only as a business but as an individual responsible 

for their own digital assets. Money Laundering and Terrorist 

Financing are alarming issues worldwide that need reliable 

solutions.  

Anyone interested in their cyber safety in the digital space is a 

potential user of CARA. We foresee cybersecurity as a major 

responsibility for both individuals and corporations alike, 

especially in a world where individuals can own and store their 

assets without needing a third party. CARA is the caretaker of 

digital assets, with the distinguishing characteristic of a data 

empowered sixth sense against hacks, scams, Money 

Laundering, Terrorist Funding or any other type of malicious act 

that aims to steal digital assets. 

CARA now provides support for Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH) & 

ERC-20, Litecoin (LTC), TRON (TRX), EOS (EOS), Stellar (XLM), 

Ripple (XRP), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Binance Coin (BNB), Binance 

Smart Chain (BSC) and Cardano (ADA) wallet addresses. 

28
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CATV is a forensic tool that tracks both incoming and 

outgoing transactions of an inspected wallet, that 

illustrates the flow of tokens and type of wallets with 

which it interacts, in order to look for suspicious flow 

behavior such as that of tumbling and/or interaction with 

blacklisted or suspicious wallets as reported by our Threat 

Reputation Database (TRDB).

CATV
Crypto Analysis Transaction Visualization

CARA

CATV

Company Product Data Analytic Tools



CATV

The Crypto Analysis Transaction Visualization (CATV) tool 

provides insights showing where a given wallet receives funds 

from and to where it remits funds. The CATV tool provides 

crypto transaction flow tracking, analysis, and visualization that 

leverages a proprietary algorithm using our Threat Reputation 

Database (TRDB) to red flag crypto addresses that have engaged 

in malicious behavior. The CATV tool can help its users avoid 

inadvertent transactions with known cybercriminals, and to 

avoid unwittingly participating in money laundering or terrorist 

financing. 

  

What

The Threat Reputation Database (TRDB) contains validated security intelligence from 

distributed sources including cryptocurrency exchanges, wallets, custodians, payment services, 

IT and cybersecurity companies. 

Threat Reputation Database, TRDB
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CATV Crypto Analysis Transaction Visualization

We found that instant access to crowdsourced security 

intelligence can significantly contribute to the protection of 

digital assets. The CATV’s core feature is its ability to track 

cryptocurrencies on the blockchain, including stolen funds. Upon 

entering a specific wallet address, the CATV displays a graphical 

visualization showing from where that wallet received its funds, 

to where it sent funds, and provides a list of the transactions 

used to create the graphical display. That transaction list can be 

utilized for further analysis.

How

31
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CATV Crypto Analysis Transaction Visualization

Why

Unlike cash, cryptocurrencies are traceable. However, digital assets 

have a drawback. These could be stolen by a hacker or lost through 

fraud or scam attempts. Since digital assets do not take any physical 

form, they can easily pass through customs undeclared or be 

transferred anywhere and anytime. Thus, cryptocurrencies have 

been characterized as “unstoppable money” and the role of CATV is 

to make sense of their transaction flows. 
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“Since the inception of blockchain technology, cryptocurrency 

transactions have been seen as an obscure method of moving 

money, at times creating a negative perception about the 

underlying technology. Blockchain technology is revolutionary, but it 

cannot scale without cybersecurity. The CATV tool enables 

government organizations, enterprises and individuals to visually 

comprehend the flow of the crypto assets across the blockchain in 

real time without significant training or technical knowledge. CATV is 

the ultimate tool for investigating hacks, Money Laundering and 

Terrorist Financing. Innovative cybersecurity solutions like the CATV 

are paving the road towards a more cost-effective, productive and 

secure future.” 

- Nobel Tan, Chief Technology Officer at Uppsala Security 

Company Product Data Analytic Tools



CATV Crypto Analysis Transaction Visualization

Who

CATV now provides support for Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH) & 

ERC-20, Litecoin (LTC), TRON (TRX), EOS (EOS), Stellar (XLM), 

Ripple (XRP), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Binance Coin (BNB), Binance 

Smart Chain (BSC) and Cardano (ADA) wallet addresses.

33
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Professional Services

SWAP

Delivering Services for Today’s Leading Hyperconnected 

Individuals and Organizations.

Summary Wallet Analytical Profiling

DATS Digital Assets Tracking Services
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We aim to deliver customized services to our customers helping 

them to enhance their capabilities for proactively managing risk 

and regulation compliance, which is particularly important for 

being competitive in today’s dynamic age of disruptive 

technologies. One key benefit of our service is that it enables 

our clients to leverage our curated Threat Intelligence data to 

gain analytical insights for greater productivity, speed, and 

security towards successfully achieving their business goals.

SWAP
Summary Wallet Analytical Profiling

Company Product

ActionReport

Analysis

SWAP

Threat intelligence data

Solution

Professional Services

SWAP

DATS



SWAP Summary Wallet Analytical Profiling

To enhance your business decision-making, Uppsala Security 

brings a customizable analytical report with an in-depth 360° 

view into all wallet addresses related to your tokens as well as 

transaction behaviors in a timely, proactive manner. Supported 

tokens for this are Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH) & ERC-20, 

Litecoin (LTC), TRON (TRX), EOS (EOS), Stellar (XLM), Ripple 

(XRP), Bitcoin Cash (BCH), Binance Coin (BNB), Binance Smart 

Chain (BSC) and Cardano (ADA). A variety of risk indicators and 

metrics will be compiled and presented in the report such as: 

daily or monthly transaction volumes and counts, transaction 

volumes distributed by days or months, transaction counts 

distributed by days or months, wallet that has biggest 

contribution to your monthly transaction in term of volume or 

counts, wallets that may potentially have transacted with 

blacklisted wallets, wallets analyzed by our Crypto Analysis Risk 

Assessment (CARA) and much more. 

What
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Why

A lot can quickly go wrong in today’s hyperconnected world. 

Having access to data-driven insights and next-generation 

monitoring using our virtual currency security solutions helps you 

to understand your users, but also to get a high-level view of the 

risks related to your business. This paves the way to innovation by 

always being one step ahead in understanding key risks during 

development stages. Leveraging security intelligence helps 

improve the quality of your service and supports well-informed 

management decisions that drive business initiatives and enable 

your team to realize success.  

Professional Services



Summary Wallet Analytical Profiling SWAP

Uppsala Security enables organizations to make use of a perfect 

blend of security services and products, such as the Crypto 

Analysis Transaction Visualization (CATV) or our Crypto Analysis 

Risk Assessment (CARA) tools, to analyze, track, and visualize 

virtual currency transactions across public blockchains. These 

tools help manage risks and comply with regulations. Our 

systems enable our users to export data in an easily 

understandable format for subsequent use in modelling and 

reporting systems. There is no longer any need to spend time 

doing manual research. Quarterly reports are available and will 

be sent directly to you at the end of each quarter. If you need 

on-demand reports, these deliverables can be discussed upon 

commitment. All you need to do is to make use of these analyses 

and findings in your future business decisions for reducing risks, 

enabling compliance, and increasing productivity.

How
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The Digital Assets Tracking Service is a solution especially 

created for victims of ransomware and crypto crime caused by 

theft, hacking, fraud and other malicious actions.

DATS
Digital Assets Tracking Service
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SWAP

DATS
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Organizations and individuals who have been victims of 

malicious activity which ended with the loss of their digital 

assets can now report the incident through a dedicated form. 

Uppsala Security's designated investigatory experts will utilize 

in-house built software tools such as the aforementioned CATV, 

CARA and the TRDB to track down the stolen assets.  

A thorough, detailed forensics report including all the results of 

the in-depth investigation will be provided to the victim. 

Depending on the jurisdiction of the victim’s country of 

residence, the report could be submitted to law enforcement 

agencies for further legal measures.

Company Product

DATS Digital Assets Tracking Service

Professional Services
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdZGCXn68ECrBMeFZjvrgKYn0DJXtEhT51eb7IzIaaOf_K2yQ/viewform


Decentralized Solutions for  
Cyberspace Security.

Contact

info@uppsalasecurity.com
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